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the terminus of the pipe-line that brings the oil from the wells
in the interior down to the coast. The night was dark and the
place was brilliantly lit. In spite of the fact that it was past
midnight work seemed to be progressing on every side. The
construction of a jetty was in progress and at regular intervals
the disturbing thud of a pile-driver set the night air vibrating.
The next morning we left the river and emerged on to the sea.
I could not go ashore at Bushire for we arrived after sunset
and left before dawn.    Years ago on a previous journey I had
spent a few days there and should have liked to have seen it
again.   It is the seat of a British Resident, although Bushire is
Persian territory and it forms the centre of the British political
and police administration of the Persian Gulf.    It is a curious
anomaly this semi-British protectorate over the Persian Gulf, for
not only does the Government of India, which appoints the
Resident, have a voice in every matter, but also the London
Foreign Office, acting through the British Minister at Teheran
and the Consuls at Basrah and on the coast.    Nor is that all for
the British Navy plays no unimportant part in local affairs, now
and then bombarding, on behalf of a Sultan of Muskat or some
Arabian chief, a recalcitrant village that refuses to be squeezed>
or threatening drastic reprisals if fines and levies are not paid to a
local grasping master.   The three institutions already interested
in the progress of affairs in the Persian Gulf—the Government
of India, the Foreign Office and the Navy—are now receiving
the additional assistance of a fourth party—the Air Force, which
has already made its appearance in these waters.    The relations
between the other three are not always without friction and the
addition of the Air Force still further complicated matters.
The traveller who visits the Gulf is informed by representatives
of each department in turn how smoothly events would run,
and how beneficial would be the results, if only the other three
controlling parties could be eliminated*    It is perhaps fortunate
that all of them are represented in the Persian Gulf as their
individual efforts are neutralised to such an extent that in the
end little harm is done.   There seems to be a general disposition
on the part of junior Naval officers to maintain British prestige
by the bombardment of all places where, either from reasons of
insecurity or any other cause, they are not permitted to land and
shoot duck or partridges.
Off Dabai, on the Oman coast near the southern narrows of the
Gulf our steamer spent a day.   It is perhaps the most interesting

